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This submission is in response to the following publicised overview.
The Parliamentary Joint Committee on Intelligence and Security (PJCIS) has
commenced a review of the Telecommunication and Other Legislation Amendment
(Assistance and Access) Bill 2018. The Bill was introduced into the House of
Representatives on 20 September 2018 and referred to the Committee for inquiry
and report by the Attorney-General.
This response is mostly informal, with protections hereby sought under Section 18D, of
the RACIAL DISCRIMINATION ACT 1975 under ‘Artistic, Academic, Scientific or other public
interest purposes’ for content deemed or suspected to be in breach of Section 18C, of the
RACIAL DISCRIMINATION ACT 1975, with 1 [ 897316929176464ebc9ad085f31e7284 ] serious highlevel case studies.
G’Day Members
WTF are you trying to actually achieve by this proposed legislation ? As all it is
going to do is drive those whom you seek to snoop on, further into the darkness and
increase their technical capabilities to maintain their privacy, along with expose
innocent members of the Australian public, Businesses’, Local, State and Federal
Government Departments to endless rounds of successful cyber intrusions and data thefts.
I made a rather serious comment in my response into Dr Vivian Thom, in May regarding the
DSGL fit for purpose review, the complete response is below and also available via the
Department of Defence website @ http://www.defence.gov.au/publications/reviews/
tradecontrols/Docs/Mark_Lane.pdf
To quote page 23 of 33 :
“Previous breaches of national security sensitive documents, privacy breaches, etc by
ALL Australian Government Departments is most likely to continue, until the
Australian Government gets off its arse and fixes the dilapidated cryptology that
they use along with defining a clear and simple cost effective process for AISEF EPL
& ASD evaluations.”(sic)
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Asking you to get off your arses and ‘fix the dilapidated cryptology’ does not mean draw
up and put through legislation that requires back doors. As much as I and everyone else
out there appreciate the confusion most politicians have with the word ‘fix(es)’ based on
their own political idiom’s [ incase your reading this and thinking I made a typo for
idiot, you are wrong, idiom is actually a real word so please look up its definition ], I
actually meant to ‘repair or mend’ not destroy.
I left Australia back in late August for a trip to Amsterdam to attend the IACR
( International Association for Cryptographic Research ) conference in Amsterdam, early
September, but unfortunately I was delayed and unable to attend so I spent the last
couple of months touring around the U.K. and Europe enjoying my 55th birthday gazing on
the Alps [ Mont Blanc ] and obtaining medical opinions regarding the current state of my
Localised Prostrate Cancer.
Hearing about the F35 fuel line explosion ( computer controlled ) which grounded the
global fleet occurring on the same day as my 55th birthday was an interesting once in the
life time event. Of course its purely conjecture to link or identify the fuel line
explosion as a result of a cyber attack, but given the public historical successful cyber
intrusions into Lockheed Martin, it is worth having a beer or two over.
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-10-12/australias-f-35-fleet-grounded-us-joint-strikefighter-crash/10371052
Enjoy the DSGL response, it may actually make sense if you read it.
Case study # 897316929176464ebc9ad085f31e7284
‘Verdens Ende’
I’m assuming that you are able to understand the ‘Verdens Ende’ analogy below or
would it be be easier for a simple quote from one of Rodney Rude’s stand up
performances, ’GET FUCKED’(sic) ?
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PO Box 7901
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31st of May, 2018
‘WITHOUT MALICE’
Independent review of the Defence Trade Controls Act 2012 (Cth)
This submission is in response to the following publicised overview.
The Defence Trade Controls Act introduced offences which commenced operation on 2
April 2016 for the unauthorised supply, and in certain instances publication, of
defence technology, and for the brokering of defence goods and technology without
a permit. The Act also provided for a review of its operation to begin as soon as
possible after 2 April 2018.
The review will include an assessment of whether the Act is fit for purpose,
particularly whether it adequately safeguards national defence capability and
prevents trade and collaboration that could unwittingly advance the military
capabilities of potential adversaries. The Review will also identify gaps in the
Act’s controls, any unintended consequences arising from the Act, such as
unnecessary regulatory burden, and other relevant matters.
http://www.defence.gov.au/publications/reviews/tradecontrols/Default.asp

This response is mostly informal, with protections hereby sought under Section 18D, of
the RACIAL DISCRIMINATION ACT 1975 under ‘Artistic, Academic, Scientific or other public
interest purposes’ for content deemed or suspected to be in breach of Section 18C, of the
RACIAL DISCRIMINATION ACT 1975, with 16 [ 5b6b41ed9b343fed9cd05a66d36650f0 ] serious
high-level case studies which are based on factual events arising out of dealing with the
following legislation :
Defence Trade Controls Act 2012 (Cth) [ DTCA ]
https://www.legislation.gov.au/Series/C2012A00153
Defence tragic Goods Listing [ DSGL ]
https://www.legislation.gov.au/Series/F2008B00287 [ Sunset Date : 2019 04 01 ]
Customs Act [ 13E ]
https://www.legislation.gov.au/Series/F1996B03403
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And interacting with the following Australian / State Government Departments & Australian
and International Corporate Entities :
The Australian Government Security Vetting Agency [ AGSVA ]
http://www.defence.gov.au/AGSVA/
The Australian Government Security Vetting Agency Complex Vetting [ AGSVACV ]
http://www.defence.gov.au/AGSVA/
AGSVA outsourced third party, Staff Check [ SC ]
http://www.staffcheck.com.au/
Defence Exports Controls Office [ DECO ]
http://www.defence.gov.au/ExportControls/
Defence Exports Controls {DEC ]
http://www.defence.gov.au/ExportControls/
Defence Signals Directorate [ DSD ]
https://www.asd.gov.au/
Australian Signals Directorate [ ASD ]
https://www.asd.gov.au/
Australian Federal Police [ AFP ]
https://www.afp.gov.au/
Centre for Defence Industry Capability ( CDIC )
https://www.business.gov.au/centre-for-defence-industry-capability
Commonwealth Ombudsman, Defence Team [ CODT ]
http://www.ombudsman.gov.au/about/australian-defence-force
Australian Border Force [ ABF ]
https://www.homeaffairs.gov.au/australian-border-force-abf
Australian Human Rights Commission [ AHRC ]
https://www.humanrights.gov.au
Australian Security Intelligence Organisation [ ASIO ]
https://www.asio.gov.au
Australian Taxation Office [ ATO ]
https://www.ato.gov.au
Fair Work Commission [ FWC ]
https://www.fwc.gov.au/
Lockheed Martin Australia [ LMA ]
https://lockheedmartin.com/en-au/index.html
Nippon Electric Company [ NEC ]
https://www.nec.com/
ACT pro-bono clearing house [ CH ]
https://www.actlawsociety.asn.au/public-information/act-pro-bono-clearing-house
Australian Federal Police [ AFP ]
https://www.afp.gov.au/
Victoria Police [ VicPol ]
http://www.police.vic.gov.au
Telstra Corporation [ Telstra ]
https://www.telstra.com.au/
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International Business Machines [ IBM ]
https://www.ibm.com/au-en/
Oracle Corporation [ Oracle ]
https://www.oracle.com
https://support.oracle.com
End Game Inc. [ End Game ]
https://www.endgame.com
https://www.forbes.com/sites/andygreenberg/2014/02/12/inside-endgame-a-newdirection-for-the-blackwater-of-hacking/#56ffab208819
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Endgame,_Inc.
International Association for Cryptologic Research [ IACR ]
https://www.iacr.org/
https://www.iacr.org/petitions/australia-dtca/
Virus Total
https://www.virustotal.com/
FooCrypt
https://foocrypt.net
https://foocrypt.net/installations
https://foocrypt.net/brute-strength
https://foocrypt.net/the-fookey-method
https://foocrypt.net/security-profile
https://foocrypt.net/road-map
https://foocrypt.net/daasio
https://foocrypt.net/foocrypt-a-tale-of-cynical-cyclical-encryption
https://foocrypt.net/mediarelease
Cryptopocalypse
Cryptopocalypse NOW 01 04 2016
https://itunes.apple.com/au/author/mark-a.-lane/id1100062966?mt=11
FooCrypt, A Tale Of Cynical Cyclical Encryption.
https://foocrypt.net/foocrypt-a-tale-of-cynical-cyclical-encryption
https://www.iacr.org/petitions/australia-dtca/
OpenSSL Community [ openssl-users ]
https://mta.openssl.org/pipermail/openssl-users/2018-May/008048.html
Intel NUC Mini PC Kit NUC5PPYH [ NUC ]
https://www.intel.com.au/content/www/au/en/nuc/nuc-pentium-brief.html
Wassenaar Arrangement
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wassenaar_Arrangement
Attorney Generals, Protective Security Framework Reports
https://www.protectivesecurity.gov.au/personnelsecurity/Pages/
Managingtheinsiderthreattoyourbusiness.aspx
https://www.protectivesecurity.gov.au/personnelsecurity/Documents/
ManagingtheInsiderThreattoyourBusiness-PrintReady.pdf
“15 illegally elected politicians were not referred for criminal proceedings as
per the Attorney Generals own requirements set out in his Protective Security
Frameworks.”(sic)
Australian National Audit Office
https://www.anao.gov.au/work/performance-audit/central-administration-securityvetting
Male Bovinae Faeces [ BullShit ]
And Others [ Et al ]
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G’day Vivian
In response to the invitation to provide information for the review of the DTCA I
provide the following information at a high level.
Background to 2016 04 01 23:59:59 Hours :
I was aware of the proposed changes some years [ early to late 2013 in confidential
discussions with political party representatives contesting the 44th Federal
Election, on the 7th of September, 2013. ] well in advance of its implementation
going into affect on the 2nd of April, 2016. Having also provided requests for
assessment and approval in 2015 to DECO ( who lost their Office and are now DEC ) of
the encryption technologies which were forwarded onto DSD ( now ASD ) for technical
assessment, which were in excess of the reporting / assessment / permit requirements
listed in the DTCA / DSGL / 13E.
VicPol & ASIO & AFP were made aware of my encryption technologies in response to a
complaint raised in the second quarter of 2014, which involved the theft of some
equipment along with some development forks which now fall under controlled DTCA DSGL
13E encryption technologies.
NEC was made aware of the technologies mid to third quarter of 2014, whilst
undergoing the interview process for my role with NEC.
AGSVA was made aware of the encryption technologies in the third quarter of 2014, in
line with my NV1 security clearance requirements, for working on the Defence CP
Program under the Prime contractor LMA, whilst being employed by NEC.
LMA was made aware of the encryption technologies via AGSVA and also via myself & NEC
first quarter 2015.
ASIO was made aware of the technologies in accordance with the vetting process of my
NV1 security clearances supposedly via SC, AGSVA & AGSVACV under the standard vetting
practices guidelines.
In the second to third quarter of 2015, a data breach at SC of my personal data was
reported to AGSVA and my information / security clearance process was moved to AGSVA
Complex Vetting, instead of being handled by another third party outsourcer overseen
by an AGSVA advocate.
In the third quarter of 2015 the reporting requirements for the assessment of the
fork of the encryption technologies that I created first and second quarters whilst
being on premises at NEC’s Fairbaine office & LMA’s Canberra’s office was put forward
to my immediate and second level superiors, and in the third quarter of 2015 it was
escalated to NEC Japan due to the on going refusal of the responsible NEC management
to comply with the informal & indirect request from AGSVA SC and in accordance with
the then reporting / assessment requirements for DSGL DTCA controlled encryption
technologies.
In the first quarter of 2016 whilst AGSVACV / ASIO were still processing my NV1
security clearance, NEC decided to openly breach the FW legislation and terminate my
employment due to the irregular requests and processing times & delays from AGSVA,
ASIO, DECO, DSD, despite NEC’s non compliance in complying with the then requirements
regarding the DTCA, DSGL & 13E in respect to the fork of my copyrighted encryption
technologies, which was sent to NEC, LMA & Defence email address’s in accordance with
a request from NEC management.
It was determined by third parties, that the routing of the emails by NEC containing
copies of the fork of my encryption technologies was possibly in breach of the
requirements of the DTCA / DSGL & 13E, an issue that was 100% the responsibility of
NEC management.
LMA, AGSVACV, DECO were all notified of NEC’s actions, along with a FW case being
initiated, LMA agreeing to continue with the AGSVA & AGSVACV process. AHRC, CODT,
were notified and investigations from the CODT regarding AGSVCV & DECO delays to
second quarter 2016 were being performed.
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Modifications from DECO & ASD were sought regarding permit modifications and changes
to the initial permit applications for the encryption technologies due to the
impending FW legal case against NEC, and a requirement to leave Australia for a
temporary assignment located in New Zealand. Due to the intersections of 13E, DSGL,
DTCA requirements long delays were experienced. ASD were still processing the initial
evaluation of the encryption technologies from 2015, DECO duplicated the initial
application from 2015 that was still in progress at ASD and a 13E export permit for
permanent export was sought & provided from by DECO [ with caveats for return and
travel ], along with a suitable procedure for going through the ABF process to leave
the country as a registered exporter of Defence Controlled Technologies. Prior to
departure from Australia, ASD completed their assessment of the encryption
technologies, and a finial assessment from DECO was issued, cancelling out the 13E
export permit requirements.
Cryptopocalypse NOW 01 04 2016 was published via iTunes covering a perspective of the
issues faced to publication date.
The FW case continued up until departure from Australia, along with some rather
discerning issues arising via seeking a pro-bono lawyer through the CH within the ACT
to handle the FW case, as several of the lawyers selected for the case by the CH were
in fact eligible due to their defence and government connections, delaying weeks in
the FW case.
The following political parties / politicians were informed of the issues, and events
concerning NEC, LMA, DECO, 13E, FW, AGSVACV, ASD issues :
In person :
Senator Zed Seselja
https://www.aph.gov.au/Senators_and_Members/Parliamentarian?MPID=HZE
Senator Katy Gallagher
https://www.aph.gov.au/Senators_and_Members/Parliamentarian?MPID=ING
Australian Greens ACT Office
All sitting members of the Federal Australian Parliament were also notified via
email.
Several well known media organisations were also kept abreast of the ongoing issues
with AGSVACV FW DECO ASD CO DTCA DSGL 13E CH
Severe difficulties were encountered with communicating with AGSVACV during the first
& second quarters of 2016. Email communications between my registered domain name
foocrypt.net were being blocked by the defence email gateways after I lodged FW
action against NEC, lodged an CODT enquiry into the delays from DECO in respect to
the August 2015 permit applications and delays from AGSVA & AGSVACV into the extreme
delays for the NV1 process. The Australian National Audit Office report into AGSVA
highlighted several issues which accounted for some of the delays, but the final CODT
findings of the issues failed to account for any specific explanation from DECO &
AGSVACV apart from the comment that if NEC had not breached the Fair Work Act(s) and
complied with the DECO requirements, the NV1 process by AGSCA & AGSVACV would have
completed normally early second quarter 2016.
I must point out that it was personal from DECO who assisted in troubleshooting the
email delivery problem that was experienced during the first and second quarter of
2016. Defence had for some Unknow to date reason, blocked all emails containing the
string ‘foocrypt’ which delayed submissions into ASD DECO regarding the RFI’s for
further information regarding the cyphers and high level designs of FooCrypt & RFI
responses into AGSVACV.
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Case study # 897316929176464ebc9ad085f31e7284
High level analysis, electronic export / import of DTCA DSGL 13E controlled
encryption technologies from / to Australia.
Hypothetically and in reality the sending and receiving of DTCA DSGL 13E
controlled encryption technologies is as simple as :
Placing the software on a cloud storage device where the data is held outside
of Australian Borders.
Emailing the software to a third party whereby the routing of the email leaves
Australia or the end point recipient server is outside of Australia or the
finial recipients are outside of Australian Borders.
Using any of the multiple file transfer protocols to move the software outside
of Australian Borders.
Using a VPN or another encrypted tunnel to transfer the software outside of
Australian Borders.
All the above can be accomplished with a basic understanding of computers, and
it is beyond the capability of ASD DEC ABF AFP Et Al, to detect and even obtain
the necessary data for any type of a criminal investigation to be successful.
The shear cost to the Tax Payer of even considering such an operation let alone
trying to win the legal case puts into perspective the bizarre and twisted
minds of our politicians who drafted and approved this legislation for Royal
Assent.
Case study # b026324c6904b2a9cb4b88d6d61c81d1
High level analysis, physical removal of DTCA DSGL 13E controlled encryption
technologies from Australia.
Upon departing Australia I found that the ABF technologies protecting export
controls were null and useless. The so called new biometric passport
technologies failed to even read my 4 day old passport and manual confirmation
of identity and exit details were required.
Physically removing from Australia DECO ASD encryption technologies is so
simple it is a wonder why they even bother with all the delays and pretences
that legal users & developers need to obtain in order to be compliant. ABF have
limited powers and they have no idea of any cryptology or steganography
technics which enable the embedding of data within media files : photo’s,
video’s, music, etc, etc. Let alone age old technics of burning a PROM on a
motherboard, hiding the data on disk some where, etc, etc.
Even if the ABF AFP ASIO ASD managed to identify a suspect device, they would
never be able to retrieve the data for a criminal investigation to be
successful in this century or probably the next, and would be forced to return
the device to the individual after running up a lengthy operational & legal
bill at the Tax Payers Expense before themselves being successfully prosecuted
for breaches under several Federal Act(s).
Arriving at Wellington saw New Zealand’s Customs service call me aside, asking
for an explanation of the 30TB of disk drives and computer equipment which they
happily accepted. My hiking boots however, had to be cleaned as per New
Zealand’s bio diversity regulations as I had been breaking them in walking
around the Civic Shopping Centres, which delayed my departure from the airport
by about an hour.
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After settling in to a new abode in Wellington, I ended up representing myself in the
FW case due to the CH issues in breaching their own guidelines and providing legal
assistance with lawyers with direct connections into Defence who openly advised that
it would be in my best interest to drop the FW case.
After obtaining applicable affidavits via the services of the Australian High
Commission in Wellington and submitting the details to FW NEC AGSVACV, NEC decided to
capitulate and offer settlement of the FW case rather than to contest their breaches
of the Fair Work Act(s) publicly and expose their breaches of DTCA DSGL 13E to the
public. AGSVACV DECO Et Al were all kept addressed of the issues and results,
including NEC’s defacing of the AHRC Logo, in its response to the terms and
conditions of the settlement.
AGSVACV finalised the NV1 process after being notified of the FW case with one of the
reasons for the denial being the possibility of Foreign Intelligence Organisations
interfering. AGSVA have so far to date failed to identify or clarify who outside of
Defence Intelligence the Foreign Intelligence Organisations are or from which
countries they are from. Whether it be another Australian Intelligence Organisation
or Law Enforcement Agency, one run directly by a foreign power, or one run indirectly
by a foreign power, for example : NEC, LMA, End Game.

Development on sectional components of ‘FooCrypt, A Tale Of Cynical Cyclical
Encryption’ continued whilst I was in Wellington, structured around Steganography
designs and photographic manipulations, ‘vCrypt’ evolved from alpha to beta.
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Case study # 26ab0db90d72e28ad0ba1e22ee510510
High level analysis, physical arrival of DTCA DSGL 13E controlled encryption
technologies into Australia.
Whilst spending some of my hard earned financial settlement for the FW case on
a couple of nice new NUC Devices to go with my export permit caveats from DECO
concerning the use of my encryption technologies in a Weapons of Mass
Destruction program I exited New Zealand and returned to Australia. Just as
with the exiting from Australia a few months earlier, coming into Australia,
ABF technologies protecting the import of encryption technologies were null and
useless. The onus is on the individual to apply for and legally present the
information and apply for the permits for coming into Australia. An
individually physically importing encryption technologies controlled by DECO
ASD without the knowledge of ABF AFP DECO ASD Et Al is very easy to perform.
Hypothetically,
do ABF DECO ASD Et Al expect an individual to openly declare on the arrival
form :
’2 * NUC Devices containing encryption technologies that may or may not
be used in a Weapons of Mass Destruction Program and may or may not be
for Military and or Paramilitary use.’ (sic)
Just so that an individual complies with DYCA DSGL 13E and the ABF AFP ASD
DECO can enforce DTCA DSGL 13E etc ?

As with the physical export case study, physically importing encryption
technologies without the knowledge of ADB AFP DECO ASD Et Al, is extremely
easy.

Even if the ABF AFP ASIO ASD managed to identify a suspect device, they would
never be able to retrieve the data for a criminal investigation to be
successful in this century or probably the next, and would be forced to return
the device to the individual after running up a lengthy operational & legal
bill at the Tax Payers Expense before themselves being successfully prosecuted
for breaches under several Federal Act(s).
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Case study # 6d7fce9fee471194aa8b5b6e47267f03
High level analysis, industry / public awareness of DTCA DSGL 13E post 2016 04 01
Public awareness of the penalties covering DSGL technologies are less in
percentage than the 15 illegally elected political representatives that drafted
and pushed this bullshit legislation through parliament. %15 would be a rather
conservative number if you walked down the street, asking every individual if
they knew they could go to jail for up to 10 years and face up to .5 million in
fines for their mobile phone to receive an email / sms / etc or currently
contain a file which was DSGL listed software technology.

Case study # 48a24b70a0b376535542b996af517398
High level analysis,IT Multi Nationals Intellectual Property Theft of Australian
DSGL listed Technologies.
One of the main focus points for the FW case against NEC was NEC’s theft of my
intellectual property and NEC’s failures to comply with DTCA DSGL 13E
requirements. My software, whether it is any form, always bears an IP CopyRight
statement, and clauses containing the use, etc of the software. Unfortunately,
AGSVA AGSVACV ASIO ASD DEC Et Al don't give a shit about the copyright
ownerships of encryption controlled software, especially when pointed out to
AGSVA AGSVACV ASIO DECO Et Al that CopyRights had been breached along with
breaches of the DTCA DSGL 13E. How polite of them to assist in its theft, try
to utilise the bullshit National Security excuse and regurgitate that its a
civil issue between myself and NEC or Defence or who ever has stolen the
technologies.
In the first and second quarters of 2017, I was working at Telstra, remediating
IBM’s failure in the preceding 9 years to apply any patch updates [ security,
kernel and application ] to a pair of LDAP servers controlling the
“IMSNET” (sic) platforms. All previous attempts by IBM to remediate any issues
on the platforms had resulted in the failure of the systems and the loss of
functionality for days to Telstra. The Root Cause Analysis of the issues that
IBM created were due to failures in their knowledge and understanding of not
only basic Solaris administration tasks, but also a failure to understand the
hardware platform the servers were running on. IBM was also unable to ensure
basic crypto functionality, with the LDAP servers denying connections to all
connected clients and each other, due the expiration of the encryption
certificates that the clients and the servers utilised for authentication and
communication. Basic understanding of the DSGL DTCA & 13E requirements from IBM
were null, along with Telstra / PAXUS also not being aware of any of the
requirements or even its existence. Severe problems and delays in remediating
the issue were brought about by Telstra / PAXUS management refusing to abide by
a very basic Intellectual Property Rights Assignment, therefore confirming any
issues which arouse would be covered by previously held permits / knowledge on
issues which were within the DTA DSGL 13E arena, and the remediation of the IBM
instigated problems could proceed as quickly as possible. Unfortunately, the
sandbox systems assigned by Telstra for the remediation were also managed by
IBM, and the hardware was purposely degraded to the point that 4 out of 12 disk
drives failed due to IBM’s failure to apply applicable firmware updates back in
2012 which degraded the Mean Time Between Failure of the Seagate disk drives.
Results of a fleet analysis of the E25k systems that I performed, captured an
additional 970 seagate disk drives that IBM had exposed to the same MTBF
issues. IBM was mostly utilising off shored administrators to look after the
IMSNET and E25k fleets with limited local administrators. IBM’s administrators
had no idea or conceptual understanding of the DTCA DSGL 13E requirements and
since the forth quarter of 2017, India has become a signatory of the “Wassenaar
Arrangement”, therefore binding themselves into a similar debacle concerning
legislation around DSGL controlled technologies.
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Case study # 1dcca23355272056f04fe8bf20edfce0
High level analysis, increase in cyber crime against Australian.
Since the 2016 04 01, the ACCC has reported an increase of 23% of reported scam
cases. https://www.accc.gov.au/media-release/business-losses-to-scams-up-23
“Scammers swindled nearly $4.7 million from Australian businesses in 2017
according to the ACCC’s latest Targeting scams report – a 23 per cent
increase compared to 2016.”
Since 2016 04 01, the ACCC is reporting a 40 million dollar loss increase.
https://www.accc.gov.au/media-release/australians-lost-340-million-to-scammersin-2017
“Australians lost more money to scammers in 2017 than in any other year
since the ACCC began reporting on scam activity.
According to the ACCC’s ninth annual Targeting scams report released today,
more than 200,000 scam reports were submitted to the ACCC, Australian
Cybercrime Online Reporting Network (ACORN) and other federal and statebased government agencies in 2017. Total losses reported were $340 million
– a $40 million increase compared to 2016.”
Detailed statistics and reports of personal and business and government losses
from specific cybercrime area’s for DSGL controlled software technologies
whether it be data or financial, is yet to be released officially from ACORN or
ACCC or DEC or ASD or ASIO or Et Al.
Case study # 9ae0ea9e3c9c6e1b9b6252c8395efdc1
High level analysis, Media
Media reports from 2015, 2016, 2017 & 2018 have been quite limited considering
the importance of the issues with the ATCA DSGL 13E. High level concerns
covering the cracking down on DSGL controlled encryption technologies by the
Australian Government via the DTCA, led by Tony Abbot and Malcolm Turnbull, by
a former MI5 head highlighting the dangerous path that the current Australian
Government is taking Australia is nothing new to those who are aware of the
implications and foresight to see its impacts.
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http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-11-10/former-mi5-chief-says-encryption-cutcould-lead-to-more-hacking/9136746
“A former head of Britain's domestic security agency has warned that
cracking down on the use of online encryption could lead to more illicit
hacking.
Lord Jonathan Evans, who was head of MI5 between 2007 and 2013, told the
ABC there was a strong public interest in ensuring individuals and
businesses continued to have access to important cyber security technology.
"My personal view is that we should not be undermining the strength of
cryptography across the whole of the cyber market because I think the cost
of doing that would be very considerable," Lord Evans said.
"I think if you don't have secure encryption, it makes it easier for
the hackers.
"It means it's easier to get into financial services, into people's private
emails, into their own messages when there isn't lawful authorisation."
Lord Jonathan Evans closeup wearing a suit with his lips sealed.
Photo: Lord Evans was the head of MI5 between 2007 and 2013. (ABC News:
David Sciasci)
The Turnbull Government is working on legislation designed to force tech
companies to hand over encrypted messages to prevent terrorism and solve
crimes.
It is thought that the planned legislation could draw on British laws
introduced in 2016.
Before the UK legislation passed, Apple chief executive officer Tim Cook
warned it could have "dire consequences" by providing a back door to
devices where personal data and communications could be stolen.
Lord Evans was not commenting directly on the Turnbull Government's
proposals, but said any politicians planning to tackle terrorists who used
encryption methods needed to juggle the competing interests.
Cyber crime: Why you should care
All individuals and organisations connected to the internet are vulnerable
to cyber attack – and the threat is growing.
"On the one hand, there is a general consensus that with appropriate lawful
authorisation, it's right that the government or government agencies can
access the communications of those people who cause a threat," he said.
"On the other hand, there is also a very strong public interest in
ensuring that we have cyber security so we can live our lives on the
internet, so we can undertake our business activities on the internet."
Lord Evans made the comments before giving the keynote address at a lunch
at Australia House in London organised by Business Events Sydney.
The former MI5 chief has spent most of his professional life fighting
terrorism.
He worked as a senior intelligence official in Northern Ireland in 1990s,
was in charge of British efforts to combat Al Qaeda after 9/11 before
taking over as director-general of Britain's domestic intelligence agency.
He said tech companies have a responsibility to work with intelligence
agencies.” (sic)
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Case study # 84bc3da1b3e33a18e8d5e1bdd7a18d7a
High level analysis, Petitions
Back in 2015 I openly joined the IACR petition to the Australian Government
concerning the Australian Governments implementation of the DTCA. Currently the
petition statement has gained 232 public signatures.

“Response to Australia's Defence Trade Controls Act
July 6, 2015
We are deeply concerned about Australia's Defence Trade Controls Act
(DTCA). The act prohibits the "intangible supply" of encryption
technologies, and hence subjects many ordinary teaching and research
activities to unclear, potentially severe, export controls. As an
international organization of cryptographic researchers and educators, we
are concerned that the DTCA criminalizes the very essence of our
association: to advance the theory and practice of cryptography in the
service of public welfare.
We affirm that the public welfare of Australians — and society in general —
is best served by open research and education in cryptography and
cybersecurity. Open, international scientific collaboration is responsible
for the encryption technologies that are now vital to individuals,
businesses, and world governments alike. The current legislation cuts off
Australia from the international cryptographic research community and
jeopardizes the supply of qualified workforce in Australia's growing
cybersecurity sector.
We call on Australia to amend their export control laws to include clear
exemptions for scientific research and for education.“
“Other Endorsements
The following organizations have also endorsed the petition:
•
Australian Privacy Foundation
•
Electronic Frontiers Australia
•
The Internet Society of Australia
•
Electronic Frontier Foundation
•
Privacy & Access Council of Canada
Media
•
The Register: 'Save the teachers!' 184 cryptologists send Oz
Govt cleartext petition
•
IT News: Experts protest Aussie law banning crypto export
•
CIO: EFA endorses petition against criminalisation of
cryptography research
About the IACR
The International Association for Cryptologic Research (IACR) is a nonprofit scientific organization whose purpose is to further research in
cryptology and related fields. Cryptology is the science and practice of
designing computation and communication systems which are secure in the
presence of adversaries.”(sic)
Off the record comments by former colleges within the Defence and Government
Sectors highlighted my open stance against the Liberal Parties Policies on the
DTCA, DSGL, 13E, etc as one of the reasons for the exorbitant delays,
processing errors and outcomes from associated government departments in the
processing of my NV1 security clearance and my DECO ASD applications for
‘FooCrypt, A Tale Of Cynical Cyclical Encryption.”
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Case study # c30f7472766d25af1dc80b3ffc9a58c7
High level analysis, Cyber Bulling / Death Threats.
Since publishing “FooCrypt, A Tale Of Cynical Cyclical Encryption.” on the eve of
the first sitting of the Australian Federal Parliament for 2018, cyber bullying
incidents on USA based blogs / forums covering encryption technologies have
increased independent analysis via a legal opinion from DEC covering the issue
took an exorbitant amount of time, with the responded opinion stating the obvious
and DEC providing no referral to any Australian body by DEC to investigate the
issues further.

Thank you for your email. We apologise for the delay in responding.
We understand from our records that you were issued with an Export Control
Assessment (ECA) on 23 May 2016 regarding FooCrypt, A Tale of Cynical Cyclical
Encryption. In this ECA, the Department advised you that ‘FooCrypt, A Tale of
Cynical Cyclical Encryption’ is not listed on the Defence and Strategic Goods
List and is therefore not subject to export control laws.
The ECA includes the requirement to advise DEC immediately if you suspect that
the items listed in the ECA may be used in a weapons of mass destruction
program or in military or paramilitary activities. In such an instance, you
must not proceed with the activity.
If you have reason to suspect that the supply or export of FooCrypt, A Tale of
Cynical Cyclical Encryption may be for a military end-use or for use in a
weapons of mass destruction program, please provide DEC with details of the
activity and your reasons for the suspicion.
In your email you have referenced a “‘death threat’ against current and future
end users of ‘FooCrypt, A Tale Of Cynical Cyclical Encryption’”. If you have
any concerns for your safety or the safety of others, you should contact your
local police station.
Regards
Defence Export Controls
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Case study # 7c5aba41f53293b712fd86d08ed5b36e
High level analysis, ASD / AISEF evaluation for inclusion on the EPL
Initial enquiries about Australia's AISEF evaluation process over sighted by
ASD disclosed incorrect details on the ASD website, which required
clarification and contact points from DEC were sought. Of the 2 listed labs in
all of Australia that are currently allowed to perform the AISEF evaluations,
neither were contactable directly via the details listed on the ASD website.
After eventually getting in contact with BAE’s representative, an informal
discussion took place along with ASD and then eventually DXC’s representative.
All parities discuss and highlighted the need for sponsorship from Australian
Government bodies, so initial sponsorships were sought from :
Senator Zed Seselja
https://www.aph.gov.au/Senators_and_Members/Parliamentarian?MPID=HZE
Senator Seselja’s representative replied some weeks later stating
that Cryptology is not a Science, and does not fall under the
Senators portfolio of Assistant Minister for Science, Jobs and
Innovation. A verbal conversation followed whereby the Senators rep
confirmed that they had no idea what cryptology was, or what ASD did
for the AISEF evaluation even though complete details were provided
in the initial correspondence seeking assistance with the AISEF
process. The Senators office recommended that the Cyber Security
Minister should be contacted as the software ‘FooCrypt, A Tale Of
Cynical Cyclical Encryption’ is used by computers.
Hon Angus Taylor NP
https://www.aph.gov.au/Senators_and_Members/Parliamentarian?MPID=231027
Angus’s office was contacted with the same details provided to Zed’s
office [ which was based on the conversations / ASD website details /
emails from / to DXC, BAE, ASD ]
After another lengthy delay [ 7 weeks in total, with 3 weeks of the
delays being the Minister working out how to email the reply ] after
multiple prompts for a response by myself, Angus’s office replied with a
letter, regurgitating what I placed in my email, incorrect information
from the ASD website, and basically denying that sponsorship was
requested in the first place by FooCrypt, and where to go for further
information.
Embedded data in the pdf response from the Ministers representative.
File Name
File Size
File Type
File Type Extension
MIME Type
PDF Version
Linearized
XMP Toolkit
2016/09/10-02:41:30
Modify Date
Create Date
Metadata Date
Format
Page Count

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

MC18-007552.pdf
70 kB
PDF
pdf
application/pdf
1.4
Yes
Adobe XMP Core 5.6-c015 84.159810,

:
:
:
:
:

2018:04:12 16:20:20+10:00
2018:04:12 16:20:20+10:00
2018:04:12 16:20:20+10:00
application/pdf
1

Clarification of why the reply took 11 days to be emailed has not yet been sought.
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Opinions and referrals were also sought directly from the Shadow Minister for
Innovation, Industry, Science and Research, Senator The Hon Kim Carr & His Excellency
General the Honourable Sir Peter Cosgrove AK MC (Retd) who both replied stating that
they were unable to assist as the recommendations have to come from an Australian
Government Department. But at least they both replied within a few days and passed on
their apologies about not being able to assist in providing a higher level of data
security for Australian Government Departments.
Responses from CDIC enquires revealed an up to a $200,000 evaluation fee quoted by
the CIO of Defence for either of the BAE or DXC labs to perform the AISEF evaluation
for EPL listing. DXC quoted about $20,000 whilst BAE are yet to respond.
Currently we are of the opinion that its a waste of time seeking further referrals
for the AISEF evaluation from Australian Government Departments, etc.
As far as we are concerned, we no longer care that Australia's classified data is not
protected by basic security measures let alone encryption technologies / methods that
enable the highest level of protections available :
i.e. : ‘FooCrypt, A Tale Of Cynical Cyclical Encryption’ : ‘FooCrypt,0.0.1,Core’.
Previous breaches of national security sensitive documents, privacy breaches, etc by
ALL Australian Government Departments is most likely to continue, until the
Australian Government gets off its arse and fixes the dilapidated cryptology that
they use along with defining a clear and simple cost effective process for AISEF EPL
& ASD evaluations.
Going on historical IT arrangements, this is more than likely going to be given to
some multinational or local IT vendor that supplies the applicable political
parties / government department heads with the political donations / gratitudes that
they obviously expect to perform their duties.
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Case study # 31d30eea8d0968d6458e0ad0027c9f80
High level analysis, Smear campaigns by USA Government Funded Corporations.
Upon publishing FooCrypt,0.0.1,Core for Darwin, Linux and via a Live Linux
bootable ISO / USB stick, we sought the experience of the anti virus / malware
community in gaining an analysis of the released binaries. Binaries were
uploaded to the Virus Total portal for analysis by some 60 entities utilising
and supporting the Virus Total Community.
All the uploaded binaries and support files from the distributions was reported
as clean, containing no MALWARE or MALICIOUS ACTIVITY except the ‘Machine
Learning A.I.’ tool by End Game Inc.
From : https://www.forbes.com/sites/andygreenberg/2014/02/12/inside-endgame-anew-direction-for-the-blackwater-of-hacking/#56ffab208819
'But Fick's friendlier face for Endgame isn't the full story. Its board
still includes former NSA chief Kenneth Minihan, and it's chaired by
Christopher Darby, director of the CIA-backed venture firm In-Q-Tel. Though
Fick says Endgame no longer sells exploits, the company doesn't deny that
it still sells tools to the federal government that can be used for
offensive hacking--the digital equivalent of stocks, sights and barrels, if
not the bullets. After all, the same "vulnerability intelligence" that
finds chinks in a customer's armor can also be used to discover them in a
surveillance target.’
'That clandestine business came to light only when the hacker group
Anonymous penetrated Endgame partner HBGary Federal and published thousands
of the company's e-mails, including HBGary Federal's proposal to attack
donors and supporters of WikiLeaks on behalf of Bank of America. While
other companies associated with the hacked firm apologized, Endgame became
even more secretive, taking its website offline and scuttling its early
commercial offerings. "Going dark was emphatically the wrong approach,"
says Fick. "If you're not telling your own story, people tell it for you.”'
The process to request the spurious removal of the determination from End Game
Inc’s AI was followed along with a request from End Game Inc. to provide
details of all technical assessments to back up their claims of FooCrypt,
0.0.1,Core MacOS binaries as being MALICIOUS. Responses from Kirsty Camacho and
their technical support area claimed that it would be looked at A.S.A.P., with
an initial response claiming a HASH collision as the AI already knew about the
SHA-256 hash signature based on a previous analysis of another binary. End Game
Inc. representatives, then refused to modify or fix their intelligence
gathering / proper gander / smear tool on Virus Total and it literally took
over 2 weeks for End Game Inc, A CIA funded organisation staffed by ex NSA /
Defence personal, to remediate the issue by adding FooCrypt,0.0.1,Core SHA-256
HASH’s to a whitelist. The issues were highlighted to DEC, ASD, Australian
Politicians, Media Organisations, Intelligence Organisations, etc.
Official requests for clarification from End Game Inc. regarding their stance
on FooCrypt,0.0.1,Core have been sought, but to date they have refused to
respond.
Independent analysis by trusted third parties revealed that End Games Inc.’s AI
on Virus Total is nothing more than an intelligence tool they utilise to
capture and gage awareness of the MALWARE they create and spread, with a
targeted smear campaigns, against targeted intellectual property binaries.
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The so called ‘Machine Learning’ or Heuristics analysis of binaries is ‘LAME’.
Of the uploaded MacOS binaries from FooCrypt,0.0.1,Core :
No other identical SHA-256 signatures have been recorded on Virus Total.
Modifications to the FooCrypt,0.0.1,Core binaries by increasing or
decreasing the binary file size but not the functionality of FooCrypt
resulted in completely different analysis results from the AI.
End Game Inc. are refusing to further comment or provide any technical
justifications for their AI’s results either publicly or in private.

Case study # 166d77ac1b46a1ec38aa35ab7e628ab5
High level analysis, Telstra’s fraudulent use of my identity.
You wouldn’t think it as possible, but Telstra illegally signs up customers to
phone plans using fraudulent identity documents that have never been authorised
for their use, which they never verify via a trusted third party, and then
place the onus on the true holder of the identity that Telstra illegally binds
to a contract to be responsible for Telstra’s committing fraud against the real
identity.
As this is currently an on going legal [ civil and criminal ] matter against
Telstra, the issue of Telstra’s mobile phone business practices dealing with
stolen identification documents can not be reported in full to the review via a
case study. But will in fact be privately communicated as issues are resolved.

Case study # 2737b49252e2a4c0fe4c342e92b13285
High level analysis, Australian Taxation Office
FooCrypt currently has ongoing complaints against the ATO for the ATO’s
breaches of several sections of the Taxation Acts. In particular, the ATO’s non
compliance with processing requirements, suspected harassment from ATO
employees and incorrect and/or illegal statements made by ATO employees.
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Case study # aa6ed9e0f26a6eba784aae8267df1951
High level analysis, FooCrypt,0.0.1,Core : The FooKey Method.
http://foocrypt.net/the-fookey-method
The common flaws in ALL encryption technologies to date are :
1.
Typing on a KeyBoard to enter the password
2.
Clicking on the Mouse / Pointer device that controls the location of
the cursor
3.
Some person or device looking / recording your screen as you type the
password
4.
The human developing a password that is easily guess, or can be brute
forced due to its length
5.
Sharing the password with a third party to decrypt the data
6.
Storing the encrypted data in a secure location so no unauthorised
access can be made to either the key(s) to decrypt the data or the encrypted
data itself

FooCrypt, A Tale Of Cynical Cyclical Encryption, takes away the ‘BAD GUYS’ by
providing you with software engineered to alleviate all the above.

1,2,3 are mitigated by the FooKeyBoard, Auto Key Press and a simple combination
of colors modifying the Cypher Key Control Text Window. The
TopeSecretCypherKeyControlText Preference Setting enables your to have a such a
configuration. All the Text is hidden until you click and drag the cursor over
a text area revealing only the portion of the text window you choose.
4 is mitigated by the simple configurability of FooCrypt, the accept random
data from an unlimited number of sources and following FooCrypt's DEFAULT
settings of utilising a length up to the maximum
5 is mitigated by FooCrypt’s ability to intemperate any binary data as a source
for creating a FooKey, hence sharing the FooKey, can be obfuscated by an act as
simply as sending the third party :
A Photo
A Music file
A Document
A URL to a data source on the Internet / Intranet
The possibilities are endless
Then, all the third party has to do, is utilise FooCrypt’s Import Window
Memory Binary Features, to recreate the FooKey.
Modifications to the imported binary import can be made with ease with
FooCrypt’s XY features, enabling identical cursor position for character
modifications to the binary import
6 can be mitigated by always storing your encrypted data on an encrypted media
device, thus even if your media device is physically stolen, the thief needs to
break the disk encryption, and then try to break FooCrypt’s Cyclical
Encryption. FooKey’s are always stored on physical media, encrypted in a single
layer of encryption. FooKey’s can easily be encrypted by the User with a
FooKey, hence, layering the FooKey in multiple layers of encryption.
No one to date has been able to by pass or break into a file encrypted with the
FooKey method.
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Case study # 367764329430db34be92fd14a7a770ee
High level analysis, FooCrypt,0.0.1,Core : Brute Strength
Brute Strength
https://foocrypt.net/brute-strength
By DEFAULT, FooCrypt establishes a password strength with
4.18640577277337772e+1016 Possible Combinations
using any data as a source to create a FooKey, including your least favourite
tune, or extremely fuzzy ID Photo.
This is calculated by simply multiplying each character position by the number
of possibilities each character can be, factored out by each cycle of
encryption.
An average Human only selects between 8 – 12 characters to use as a password
for a symmetrically encrypted file, by DEFAULT, FooCrypt utilises
50 layers of encryption, containing a total of 25600 characters
which is easily extendable up to 200 layers on the average Desktop Computer
using 102400 characters and a Brute Strength of
1.67456230910935062e+1017 Possible Combinations.
Of course, this is only for the single process execution of FooCrypt to encrypt
1 file.
FooCrypt, can encrypt a file using multiple FooKey’s
Thereby increasing the Brute Strength to potentially an infinite possibility,
constrained only but time and hardware resources.
Summary
I can affirm that the end to end process of compliance with the DSGL DTCA 13E
for a single entity [ Sole Trader ] has been full of delays from Government
Bodies, Death Threats, Cyber Bulling, Harassment, Red Tape, Cyber Attacks, etc.
The only purpose the DTCA DSGL 13E implementation is fit for, is to harass,
intimidate, abuse, Australian Citizens. Not that your review will change
anything.
Signed below and available via EMAIL :

defence_dtca@fookey.foocrypt.net

Feel free to have a free iTunes Promo Code for my free iBook on iTunes
regarding some of the issues experienced.
Cryptopocalypse NOW 01 04 2016
Volumes 0.0 NOW available through iTunes - iBooks @ https://itunes.apple.com/au/author/mark-a.lane/id1100062966?mt=11
Cryptopocalypse NOW is the TRUE story behind the trials and tribulations encountered in creating
"FooCrypt, A Tale of Cynical Cyclical Encryption." due to the Australian Government's ( led by
Malcolm Turnbull ) criminalisation of encryption technologies on the 1st of April, 2016, as told by a
Convicted Hacker.
"FooCrypt, A Tale of Cynical Cyclical Encryption." is aimed at hardening several commonly used
Symmetric Open Source Encryption methods so that they are hardened to a standard that is
commonly termed 'QUANTUM ENCRYPTION’.
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Recommendations
Pour yourself a nice Sauvignon Blanc, sit back and relax whilst watching and listening to
DaASIO
https://foocrypt.net/daasio
Warning.
May or May Not Induce Epileptic Seizures In Persons Who Are Susceptible To Photosensitive Epilepsy Technics.
May or May Not Contain Subliminal Messages.
May or May Not Contain Encrypted Classified Information.
Does Contain A Merry Go Round.
Note.
Its 100% Legal, Does Not Require Approval From ASD, DEC, A Sitting Federal Minister, And Is Not Listed In The
DTCA, DSGL, Etc….And Legally, I am Not Required To Provide You With A Warning or Any Caveats For Its Use.

All content in this submission is hereby protected by the following copyright statements.
© Mark A. Lane 1980 - 2018, All Rights Reserved.
© FooCrypt 1980 - 2018, All Rights Reserved.
© FooCrypt, A Tale of Cynical Cyclical Encryption. 1980 - 2018, All Rights Reserved.
© Cryptopocalypse 1980 - 2018, All Rights Reserved.
The next page has purposely been left blank as a memorial to all those that have inadvertently died due to the
Australian Governments Implementation of the DTCA
and/or waiting for ASD DEC Approvals
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Addendum
Case study # 8c9eb686bf3eb5bd83d9373eadf6504b
High level analysis, ASD DTCA DSGL DECO Medical Constraints Privacy Human Rights
Whilst waiting for ASD to finalise their assessment and needing to depart
Australia for New Zealand due to pending employment I raised a requirement to
DECO & ASD regarding the following statement :
I, as a current prostrate cancer patient currently under the supervision of
my Urologist Professor David Webb, who consults to the R.A.A.F. require to
maintain the privacy of my current medical condition and wish to depart
Australia for a second opinion and possibly further urgent diagnostic and/
or medical treatment, and due to my privacy requirements, I encrypt my
medical files with the cryptology I created, which is currently under
assessment by ASD.
Can I get an exemption to the DTCA, ASD assessment process or an exemption
so that my life is not put at risk due to the delays by ASD DECO in the
processing of my assessments.
Unfortunately, the reply I received from DECO ASD was ‘NO’.
The only way to expedite the ASD DECO process was to water down or remove
the cryptology under assessment and re encrypt my medical files so that the
encryption solutions recommended by ASD would expose my privacy.
Surely there must be room for improvement in the process that allows medical
treatment under Australia's Signatory of the United Nations Human Rights
Charters or under the multiple human rights acts, state and federal that can be
used to maintain an Australian Citizens privacy and human rights for medical
treatment.
Legal proceedings against ASD, DEC for delaying my medical treatment are still
being considered.
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